We present an investigation of the dynamics of a clampedclamped microbeam excited electrostatically near its third mode. To maximize the response at the third mode, a partial electrode configuration is utilized. A multi-mode Galerkin method is used to develop a reduced order model (ROM) of the beam. A shooting method to find the periodic motion is utilized to generate frequency response curves. The curves show hardenining behavior and dynamic pull-in. We show that the dynamic amplitude of the partial configuration is higher than that of a full electrode configuration. These results are promising for the use of higher-order modes for mass detection and for ultra sensitive resonant sensors.
INTRODUCTION
Microelectromechanical system (MEMS) are gradually developing technology. One of the important areas is MEMS resonators devices. Microresonators are used for energy harvesting [1] [2] , mass sensing and detection applications [3] [4]. Ultrasensitive resonant mass sensors have been employed in various fields of science and technology, which includes environmental, chemical, biological and bacteria detection [5] [6] [7] , in addition to gas identification [8] [9] , and measurement of the stoichiometry of surface compounds [10] .
Mass sensing is being an important topic in MEMS area. Usually Micro machined cantilevers is used for mass detection applications. There are two main ultra-sensing mass techniques. The first one is the static mode, where it measures the static bending caused by surface stresses due to analyte absorption onto a flexible cantilever coated with chemical active layer [3] [11] . The second technique is the dynamic mode, in which the microcantilever [12] [13] or the clamped-clamed [14] microbeam is oscillated at its resonance frequency. And when the beam, or the coated layer absorbs the analyte, its mass increases, so its natural frequency decreases. This shift of the natural frequency is measured, and then it can be related to the mass of the analyte.
Improving the sensitivity of micro resonators is important to obtain competitive microsensor. One way is to increase the beam width [15] , it is shown that thick microcantilevers are more sensitive than thin microcantilevers for a given length. The other method is increasing the beam natural frequency [16] [15] by using light material for the microbeam, or decreasing the beam length. However, the reduction of the beam length will decrease the sensing area for the mass sensors, and also the beams higher stiffness will compromise its efficient actuation, and the movement detection may be difficult for short beams [15] . The third method is to actuate the resonator using higher order modes [17] [16] [18] , this method has more advantages over the reduction of beam dimensions [15] [16] , and it is widely proposed to enhance the sensitivity of mass microsensors.
Using higher order resonance modes needs more energy to obtain the same response achieved using the fundamental mode [19] . Usually exciting higher order modes to large motion is difficult, and the response has low amplitude and of the same range as noise. Moreover, there is a challenging of exciting asymmetric higher modes using symmetric electrostatic forces.
To overcome the above problems, we propose in this paper the use of partial electrodes that are designed specifically to maximize the response of the intended mode of vibration.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present problem formulation. Section 3 we introduce the reduced order model. In section 4 Different lower electrodes configurations is presented. Section 5 shows the static response results. Section 6 the dynamic response is discussed. The main conclusion is summarized in section 7.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
The governing equation of motion of the clamped-clamped beam [20] shown in Fig. 1 
Where x is the position along the beam, t is time, E is Young's modulus, I is the moment of inertia area of the beam's cross section, b is the width, h is the thickness, is the length,  is the density, ĉ is the damping coefficient,  is the separation dielectric constant,  is the excitation frequency, d
is the separation distance, and
 
Ux is the unit step function.
The boundary conditions for a clamped-clamped beam are: For convenience, we introduce nondimensional variables:
The nondimensional governing equations and the related boundary conditions can be written as
Where the nondimensionalization parameters are: 
THE REDUCED ORDER MODEL
To determine the beam response, we use the Galerkin method [20] to produce the reduced order model (ROM) of Eqn. (4) with the related boundary conditions in Eqn. (5) . The beam deflection is
Where   (8) is the ROM of the beam governing equation. After computing the spatial integrals, the result is a set of differential equations in terms of the modal coordinates. These Equations can be numerically integrated using Runge-Kutta technique to get   i ut . Then substitute the result is Eqn. (7) to estimate the total response.
LOWER ELECTRODES CONFIGURATIONS
Electrostatic force is widely used in MEMS devices. For most MEMS devices, the electrodes usually cover all the actuation area. In this section we will study the effect of the electrode's position and size of the resulting effective force.
We use different electrode configurations, one and two pieces electrodes. We vary the electrode size and position as shown in Fig.2 For the first mode shape, the maximum force is produced when we use a full electrode, as shown in Fig.3 Figure 3. The maximum effective force when using the first mode shape.
For the second mode shape, the maximum results when using a half electrode ( On the other hand, the maximum force when using the third mode results when using the second lower beam configuration ( ) which is using two thirds of the lower electrode full size. It is shown in Fig. 5 that using two thirds of the beams full lower electrode, almost doubles the effective force of using full lower electrode, when the third mode shape is excited.
(a) (b) Figure 5 The maximum effective force when using the third mode shape.(a)Using 1 piece partial electrode. (b) Using 2 pieces partial electrodes.
STATIC RESPONSE
In this section of the study, we will find the effect of V DC on the microbeam maximum static deflection, and its pull-in voltage.
To find the static response of the clamped-clamped beam, we set all the time varying terms in Eqn. (8) to zero, and the time varying modal coordinates to be unknown constants. Then we solve the nonlinear set of algebraic equation numerically to find these constants.
As a case study, we consider a clamped-clamped beam described in [21] 

. The variation of the micro beam maximum deflection which occurs at the half of the beam (x=0.5) with V DC is shown in Fig. 6 . The first three symmetric modeshapes are used in the ROM to simulate the maximum deflection, since it showed converged results for the response of clamped-clamped beam [22] [23] [24] . The static pull in voltage for the partial electrode is V DC ≈ 7.6 V while for the full partial electrode is V DC ≈ 7.6 V. 
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
After studying the static behavior of the micro beam, now we will study the dynamic behavior of the beam when it is actuated electrostatically using partial electrodes. Fig. 7 shows the frequency response curves near the third natural frequency, simulated using the shooting method with three symmetric modes of the ROM. It shows that at the same voltage load, the partial electrode results in higher deflection than the deflection with full lower electrode. 9 shows the effect of higher DC voltage and the starting of a pull-in band creation, when V AC =5 V is used. Fig.  10 shows the frequency response curves when the micro beam is actuated with V DC =7 V. There is a small pull-in band when V AC =2 V is used, and it get wider when V AC =4 V is used. 
CONCLUSIONS
We studied the dynamics of the micro clamped-clamped beam when it is actuated with partial electrode near the third mode. We found the best configuration that provides higher response of the beam at the same actuation voltage, which is to use the first and last one-third portion of the beam as active electrodes. We used the third mode beam configuration to study the effect of the partial electrode on the static and dynamic behavior of the micro beam under the electrostatic force. We have noticed jumps, hardening behavior, and other nonlinear behaviors at higher excitation voltages. Particularly, the creation of dynamic pull-in bands and the sudden jumps due to the tangent bifurcations are promising to be utilized to improve the sensitivity of mass detection sensors or to realize MEMS switches of high operating frequencies. Experimental work is underway to verify these observed phenomena. 
